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BG names new hockey coach
Former asst. coach Buddy Powers said he's glad to be back
by Michael Zawackl
The BC News
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Athletic Director
comes full circle
tjy Andy Duoan
The BC News

Ron Zwlerlein is a man on the
move. After taking on a number
of high-profile positions since
becoming a University staff
member in 1981, he now stands
as the University's new athletic
director.
Zwlerlein earned his bachelor's and master's degrees from
the University in 1968 and 1970,
respectively, and received his
doctorate in athletic administration at The Ohio State University.
While at the University, Zwlerlein took part In a number of extracurricular, including swimming and diving for the men's
varsity team and playing Freddie
Falcon.
"I swam and dove on the varsity team here," Zwlerlein said.
"In high school I played four
sports. Including semi-pro soccer
and gymnastics. Freddie Falcon
was pretty mobile back then; he
didn't look like what he is today. I
could do tumbles and rolls in it
and, being a diver and having
that kind of mentality, I would
swing from ropes and goal posts
at football games. It wasn't really
smart, but it got crowds excited
and that was my Job."
After BG, Zwlerlein coached
swimming at Fremont Ross High
School for three years. He eventually wanted to coach at the college level but was underqualified.
"At the time I wanted to coach
at the college level, coaches
taught classes," Zwierlein said.
"They were professors. I didn't
have a PhD for a college position,
so I went to OSU to get it."
Upon earning his doctorate,
Zwierlein went on to John Carroll
University where he was an assistant physical education
professor and head men's and
women's swimming and diving
coach and tennis coach From
1978-1981 he was chairman of
JCU's physical education department and director of athlet-

ics, which included fund-raising
responsibilities.
Zwierlein came to BGSU as an
assistant professor of health,
physical education and recreation and head coach of the men's
and women's swimming and diving teams.
"As swimming and diving
coach, I worked from 5:30 am.
until 9:30 p.m. throughout the
week," Zwierlein said. "I had
three children who I wouldn't see
for a week or two at a time. I love
to coach, but after three years of
that, I had to say wait a minute.
This isn't what I want. I had
coached in some way for 19 years
by that time, and I thought I'd
better use the other skills I had
for other things."
With growing needs at home,
Zwierlein looked for other positions to support his family. He
became associate director of the
Student Recreation Center in
1984.
"I went into the associate director job at the rec center and
that had more administrative responsibilities," Zwierlein said.
Taking on more administrative
roles, he was appointed to direct
the planning and construction of
the University field house in
1991. He was named director of
recreational sports at the University In 1992, which Included
supervision of all facilities, staff,
programs and financial resources associated with recreational
sports. Last year, Zwierlein
served as interim vice president
for student affairs.
"I've come full circle in athletics," Zwierlein said. "I started
out an athlete, then on to coaching, then to administration and
now athletic administration."
With his new position, Zwlerlein now oversees a 19-sport program comprised of, 10 men's and
nine women's teams, that is one
of the most dominant in the MidAmerican Conference. The University won the conference's
See Athletic, page »ix.

Director of planning passes away
by Michael Zawackl
The BC News

University director of planning, Bruce A. Harrison, died Friday at
Wood County Hospital He joined the University community on
March 31,1994.
Harrison previously was the director of annual giving and asoclate
director of the Indiana State University Foundation.
He received a bachelor of arts In political science and economics at
the University of Iowa, as well as a master of arts in public relations.
From 1973 to 1983 he owned The Star-Herald in Luverne, Minnesota. Ha established the Star-Herald Publishing Company that included a newspaper, shopper and a new web press. He won the Minnesota Newspaper Association Sweepstakes Award as well as over fifty state and national awards.

It's good to be back in the
Midwest.
That is what Francis "Buddy"
Powers said at the press conference Tuesday morning announcing that he will be the new Falcon
Hockey coach
Being able to come back to the
Midwest will give a chance for
Powers' family to settle down
after a time of constant moving,
he said.
"Over the six years I was [at

the University] I came to under- be named the new head coach of
stand why people always talk the Falcon hockey team.
"I left Bowling Green six years
about the Midwest and the quality of people, the character of ago to become a head coach and
people," he said. "I certainly it was with a sincere hope that
loved being here my first six one day, if things broke right, I
years as an assistant coach and would get a chance to return."
Powers was an assistant coach
now I come back here again more
than happy to become a Mid- under Jerry York from 1982 1988. As York's chief recruiter
westerner again. I look forward
and on-ice instructor, he helped
to being here for a long time."
"There's not a lot of words to bring the team to regular-season
express how happy we are to be titles in 1982-83, 1983-84 and
1986-87.
back," Powers said.
He left the University to bePowers said It is a big honor to

come the head coach at Rochester Insitute of Technology in
New York where he led them to a
second place finish in the 1989
Division III NCAA Tournament
He left KIT to become the head
coach at Rensselaer Institute in
Troy, New York where he led
them last year to their third
highest total wins (21-11-4) in the
university's history.
Powers is the fourth hockey
coach in University history and
will succeed Jerry York who left
See Powers, page three.

I An on-campus oasis
Landlocked from
the nearest ocean,
students can still
smell the sea
by Michael Zawackl
The BC News

Raja poked his nose up from
underneath the water, looked
around and re-submerged.
One lap around his environment was enough time for a
hand to appear with an offering
of frozen fish A swish of current, the flash of a fin and the
food disappears. Raja moves
on.
"They do bite," said Jenny
Hunker, a volunteer at the
University's marine biology
lab. The "they" Hunker refers
to are Raja, a skate, and Daisy,
a ray. Both fish reside in a
shoreline action tank complete
with a simulated wave.
"They don't really have
teeth, instead they have a set of
grinding plates" she said.
"Still, they're enough to hurt
your fingers."
Raja and Daisy are but two
of the myriad "saltwater and
freshwater creatures which
occupy over fifty tanks and
3,000 gallons of water.
A majority of the marine
creatures in the marine lab are
collected during the yearly trip
to the Gulf Coast Research Lab
in Mississippi. Others are
bought or donated to the lab by
local hobbyists from their own
collections.
The lab is located on the second floor of the Life Sciences
Building, land locked on all
sides (with the exception of
Lake Erie) and hundreds of
miles from the nearest ocean.
Some people may consider this
a problem for studying marine
biology.
"A lot of us are from the
Midwest," Alex Ford, a senior
biology major and the lab's curator this fall, said. "The lab
gives you a more realistic view
of how marine science is
done."
Ford said when people learn
that he works In the University's marine lab they expect him
to be swimming with dolophins
and sharks. Actually, their
work exists on a more scaled
downleveL
The abllty to maintain and
study the existence of living
animals Is what makes the lab
so fascinating to people, he
said.
"Everything the fish do from
their behavior to how they eat
is amazing," he said.
Besides the regular mainte-
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Jenny Hunker keeps a close eye on her fingers as she feeds Daisy the stingray. Stingrays and skates
are Just two of the various types of marine and freshwater animal which call the University's marine
biology lab their home.
nance of the creatures in the
tank, students have done
research on freshwater mollusks, filtration systems and
the larvae of anemone.
Ford said the student-run lab
offers students the opportunity
to do personal interest independent marine research
"The marine lab offers the
hands on abllty to go with an
Idea and research it," he said.
The lab Is very similar to
what the majority of marine
research is all about. Ford said.
The expectation that it is all
field work is wrong and this
sometimes affects people new
to the program.

"New students sometimes
spend a semester in the lab and
then realize that microbiology
is just as interstlng," he said.
"The turnover rate Is high in
this program because the people who are here are Interested
in marine biology."
Hunker said it is easy to 1dentify a marine lab person.
They typically smell like fish
and salt.
"You know you're Into marine biology when you walk
Into a class and the people
around you tell you that you
smell like fish," she said.
Ford said his girlfriend routinely complains that he smells

like the lab.
"Heck, I dont care," he said.
"I tell her that it's my chosen
profession so get used to it."
The lab Is Uttered with
homemmade filters, light
hoods, tank dividers, rocks,
buckets of sand and lab equipment Nothing is thrown away
or wasted because it may serve
some purpose for a tank setup
or an experiment in the future.
Ford said Cindy Stong, now
retired, created the lab 30
years ago cheaply with available materials, and she passed
this Ideology to her students
throughout the years.
See Marine Ub, page five.
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University student Danlei Gray will be competing
for the chance to read some
of hli poetry to a crowd of
over 20,000 people.
•rPage6
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Sam and Mike are trying
for this years Tony Award
with their creation Pre-Reg:
The Musical. There songs
and lyrics take you to a
place you only go once, preregistration.
•r Page 2
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Pretzel Boy and Sideshow
Charlie quiz your knowledge of early eighties
tunes In a brand new entertainment section.
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Sunny, 85 degrees and pleasant
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U.S. should
aid Haitians
The news is wrought with many important questions which deal with events and crises around
the world.
One problem, which has made itself as prevalent
on the nightly news as the 0.J. Simpson case is Haiti.
What should America do?
As a super power the United States have so far sat
on the sidelines and watched; occasionally rescuing
overcrowded boatloads of refugees who are fleeing
the inhumanities running rampant in their homeland.
The Haitian military regime which is currently in
power has suppressed democracy, and of late has
ordered the United Nation human rights observer
team to leave the country.
This, most probably, is in an attempt to blind the
world community of the atrocities taking place.
The BG News believes the United States military
should take some sort of action to dethrone the current form of government which continues to oppress
its people.
As a super power and a stronghold for democracy
in this hemisphere, the U.S. should use the troops and
warships which are already amassed off that country's shores to rescue the Haitian people and restore
its democraticly elected president.
Critics of this action have said that President Clinton would use military intervention in Haiti as his
own 'little war " which could easily be won and
would boost his popularity.
Others have said that the U.S. has no business in
the affairs of other countries when it cannot even
solve its own internal problems.
Instead, the American people should support the
liberation of the Haitian people because they are a
country that just wants a chance at achieving
democracy.
Let us not forget that it was only a little over two
hundred years ago that thirteen colonies tried to free
themselves from tyrannical rule and military occupation.
Just look how far we've come when given a chance.
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Pre-Reg:The musical Act I
Hello out there. On behalf of
the management, we'd like to
welcome you to our production of
Pre-Reg: The Musical! The show
will be starting shortly, so please
take your seats.
You may be thinking, "Can a
newspaper column really be an
effective forum In which to present a musical?" to which we reply, "Yea, It can."
But listen, If this column
doesn't work for you, give us a
call, and we'll come on over and
sing and dance the whole thing in
your living room. Based on the
assumption we can fit all the bulky props into your cramped living room, so why don't you tidy
up a little first? And get some
beer.
We hope you enjoy Act One.
Please, no flash photography. It
frightens the performers.
SCENE ONE begins with a big
song and dance number involving tour guides sporting giant We
Caret buttons and It goes something like this...
See that building? That's West
Hall/ That starts with W, and
that stands for Whooplel
See those cranes} They're retndldln' Eppler/ That starts with
E, and that stands with Excitement!
Look, a dorm! It's called
Chapman!/ Starts with a C, and
that stands for Classy!
Check out the gym, it's Anderson/ It starts with A, and that
stands for Awesome!
It's shaped like a falcon, why
that's the Red That starts with
R and that stands for Runt
(Spoken word part.)
Pre-Freshman One: What about
my first courser
Matt the Tour Guide: First
course? First course! Next versel
(near miss rhyme.)
Your first class, why that's
English/ U starts with B, and

that stands for Enrichment!
(More spoken word.) Did ya
catch what that spells?
(Sung. Really loud.) We Care,
We Care, We We We We We, We
Caret Wheeeee Care... (Just goes
on and on like that for a while.)
SCENE TWO features our star
Susie the Incoming Freshman
and a sappy heart wrenching ballad.
Remember Susie? We introduced her in last week's column,
kind of like how Aaron Spelling
Introduced Linda Gray's character In Melrose Place to help
launch Models, Inc.
Anyway, this scene begins with
Susie trying to convince herself
she's going to like it here and
she'll make new friends and
she'll be the best hotel management major ever, but she really
misses Bobby, her high school
sweetheart, to the point where
she wanders off and loses her
tour group, misses some multimedia presentation, and she gets
so darn aad about it, she has no
choice but to break Into song...
His hands so strong, his smile
so sweet/ My Bobby - he makes
me feel so good/ oh heck, he
makes me feel neat!
(refrain) I miss Bob-by, la, la,
la, la, la/1 miss Bob-by...
I feel pretty, oh so pretty...
And that drags on until the
props can be moved into place
for SCENE THREE, the Food-Op
Presentation.
This scene can be summed up
In one word: cod.

The basic gist is some Food-Op
guy stands up and sings about
how many magical dishes FoodOp can make with cod (113).
This scene naturally Includes
giant dancing fish. And possibly
some children, or maybe
midgets, to play scrod, which of
course is baby cod.
SCENE FOUR is a quick little
tap dance scene featuring the
cockroaches from the Union.
This is necesary to give the crew
time to set up for...

By this part of the musical, Susie Is really bummed out. To harp
cheer her up, some nice kids
from her math placement test
decide to take her to Cassady's,
er, SOP's, for some dancing and
drinking.
(Program note: For Monday
performances only, they take her
to Uptown for Early 80's Night.)
This evolves Into SCENE SEVEN, which starts off with The
Mating Dance, and that breaks
into The Pick-Up Line Song.
This song is all kind of haty
right now (Get it? Hazy? They go
out drinking? Do we have to
spoon feed everything to you?),
but it will involve classic bad
pick-up lines such as "I'm checking the tag on your blouse to see
if you were made In heaven."
Plus, "Baby, you make mf
knees knock; what ya drinking?
"Love me tonight, and I promise,
I'll love you forever," and th*
to-the-polnt "So, do you want t*
leave with me, or what?"
As the curtain falls on Act One,
our heroine Is faced for the first
time with temptation, a hangover, and oh-my-gosh, what about
the meeting with her academic
advisor tomorrow? All of this will
hopefully be resolved In Act Two.
Ladies and gentlemen, we will
now have a one-week intermission. Refreshments will be available, and you will be permitted to
smoke.

SCENE FIVE, which is the Ballad of the Bursar. This scene involves line Dancing. (Get it?
Line Dancing? The lines at the
Bursar? Never mind.)
If a kind of a dark and scary
scene, Involving financial torture
by computers and different
colored slips of paper, all set to
music.
By the time we get around to
SCENE SIX, Susie is back, this
time with the full tour guide
chorus, to sing / Miss Bobby (repriseyjoin Some Clubs!
Susies I miss Bob-by!
NEXT WEEK, ACT TWO: FeaT-Guldes: Dump the bum/ turing The Pre-Major Advisor
Make new friends!
Folk Song, 60's Architects on
Susie: I miss Bob-by!
LSD, aad of course.The Paul OlsT-Guldei: Try Juggling Club/ camp Ballet (featuring the Board
Your fun won't end! (another near ofTrustees).
miss rhyme.)
Susie: f miss Bob-by!
T-Guktest Make new friends/
Sam Melendez and Mike Cook
Join some clubs!
are weekly columnists for The
Susie: I miss Bob-by!
T-Gnktes: Work Food-OpU BG News. E-mail them right now:
mcook3aandy.bgsu.edu
Makecodsubsi

Should there be U.S. military intervention in Haiti?

204 West HaU
Bowling Green Slate University
Bowling Green. Ohio 43403-0726
bgnews@andy.bgsu.edu
Copyright 01994 by The BG News. Reprinting of any material in
this publication without the permission of The BG News is strictly
prohibited
The BG News is an independent student voice founded in 1920 and
is published daily during the academic year and Wednesdays in the
summer.
The BG News encourages its readers to notify the paper of any
errors in stories or photograph descriptions.
Opinions expressed herein are not necessarily those of the student
body, faculty or University administration. Opinions expressed in
columns, cartoons and letters are not necessarily those of The BG
News. Letters intended for publication must be bet ween 200-300
words long, typed and include the writer's name, phone number and
University affiliation, if any. The BG News reserves the right to edit
any and all letters.

"I think we should get involved
In someone else's problems after
we fix ours first."
SabrinaAntUl
Freshman
Undecided

"Yes, the mentality of the peopie In power may spread to other
countries." <
BlUyOberdorf
Freshman
Sports Management

"No, because It's Haiti, not
America,
Shaun Chang
Freshman
Pre-englnering

"No, we have enough problems
tathU country to worry about"
Joe Miller
Senior
PoUtleal Science
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Classic burgers or family breakfast
To help new residents get
aquainted with their surroundings, and to reacquaint others
with old surroundings. The News
will run Summer in the City - a
weekly feature spotlighting local
restaurants, coffee shops, stores
and other hot spots.

with Mike Cook
Sam Melendez

As the weather becomes warmer and the calendar changes,
many University students are
preparing to spend their summer
in the city of Bowling Green.
This week, the spotlight shines
on Casey's Hamburgers and
Kermit's restaurant.
There are two Wendy's in this
town. There's the student one
over by Harshman, and there's
the townle one way over by WalMart. But if two Wendy's aren't
enough to satisfy your need for
square shaped hamburgers,
there's Casey's Original Hamburgers at 1025 North Main.
Don't frown down on Casey's
because we're comparing it to
Wendy's, because while Wendy's
is OK, Casey's is a lot better and
has more charm. Let's tell you all
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Casey's is also proud of the fact that they're
"locally owned and operated," as well they
should be. Casey's - you won't find another
one in the world.

about it...
The name Casey's comes from
the famous Casey at the Bat
poem, in which there is no joy in
Mudville because the mighty
Casey struck out, so the fans all
drown their sorrows in big sloppy hamburgers, which Casey's
has plenty of for your dining
pleasure.
Casey's has a one-patty burger,
and it's called a Single. Continuing with the baseball theme, two
patties makes a Double, and
three constitutes a Triple.
Legend has It Casey's used to
offer four patties on a bun and
proclaim it a Home Run, but later
"officially" took It off the menu
because it was just way too much
burger for anyone to handle.
But rumor has it if you quietly
ask for a Home Run when no one
is really looking, they'll make
you one. We we re going to ask
them to make us one, but we
chickened out.
Tell ya what, you order one and
call us and tell us what happened
and we'll put your name in the
paper.
Casey's is also proud of the fact
that they're "locally owned and
operated," as well they should be.
Casey's - you won't find another
one in the world.
What else? The large drinks at
Casey's are really huge. They've
got cookies up front. They also
offer frozen yogurt, in about
eight flavors.
Casey's has a cute little condiment bar where you get to pump
your own ketchup as opposed to
dealing with those little bags, and
we also tried the potato salad
once and we weren't offended.
Oh, the fries! They've got the
regular fries, and they're good.
But they've got these ranch fries
- they're just amazing. They conjure up images of the fries at Rally's, and dare we say, the tater
boy fries at the Corner Grill.
And on the way out, we noticed
two things. One, the trash can is a
tad bit secluded, but there is one,
so don't just leave your trash on
your table, because It's rude to
the employees, who by the way,
have cool uniforms and generally
look happy to be there.

Secondly, Casey's is opened
until 10 p.m. on Sundays, which is
more than we can say for most
eateries.
One more thing. When we
briefed the editors and photographers on our decision to review
Casey's, these guys all jumped up
and down and generally squealed
with delight just because exFalcon basketball star Susie Cassell liked to eat at Casey's - about
half the News staff has a generally harmless, but obsessive
nevertheless, infatuation with
Ms. Cassell - and frankly, their
reaction frightened us, which is
why we're faxing in this review,
as opposed to actually entering
the newspaper office like we
used to do.
Still hungry? Really? Wow.
Okay, let's go down south on
Main Street and check out the
good eats at Kermit's Family
Restaurant.
Now, let's get this out of the
way first At Kermit's, they've
got tools nailed to the walls. Tools
everywhere. That's the decor.
Just Tools.
It's as if the guy who built the
place (Kermlt?) had to buy all
these new tools to build his Family Restaurant, and when he was
done he looked around at his
hammers and screwdrivers and
exclamled, "Well! What the hell
am I supposed to do with all this
now?"
So he turned the tools into wall
hangings.
But we were thinking... say
your chair is wobbly, at most
places you just have to endure
the inconvenience, right? But not
at Kermit's! Just grab a saw or
something off the wall and even
the legs out. It's like a high
school shop class!
Besides quick furniture repair,
you can also eat at Kermit's.
Good food, good prices. It's one
of those Cheap Breakfast Special
places that are such an absolute
treasure to find.
They've got this breakfast special called the Pick Four. It's
your choice of four of the following: two eggs, toast, juice, muffin, french toast, home fries, biscuit, hotcakes, ham, bacon,
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sausage or hash browns. All for
$2.89. How neat, what a deal! (No
double meats please, but we assume you can get eight eggs if
you want, but that's a lot of eggs.)
Caution: They only serve it
during the week from 7-11 a.m.
You show up on a Saturday, forget it.
But that's okay, you won't go
hungry or broke. They've got a
wide variety of combo breakfast
specials, plus you can order any
food as a Side Order. Imagine the
possibilities; your breakfast options are simply unlimited at
Kermit's.
At this point, we'd like to point
out the bacon at Kermit's is really, really crispy. That's especially important to some, so we figured we'd mention it.
What else? Well, the waitresses
keep the coffee coming. The importance of this at breakfast time
cannot possibly be overstated.
Phase out sleep, drink coffee.

Look around as you're waiting
for the check. There's a Kermlt
the Frog doll hanging around as a
mascot (or perhaps for security
reasons?) and a decoration,
which we thought was a nice
touch.
We milled around until lunchtime. Since we were full, we
didn't order lunch, but we did
take the time to watch other people eat lunch, and they all seemed
pretty pleased, so there you go.
So don't take our word for It, or
theirs, go check out Kermit's because it's a pretty cool little
place.
CORRECTION: Last week, we
Inadvertently wrote Downtown
has Crab Races every Monday,
when of course the crabs have
been racing on Tuesday for
years.
And we misldentified the laundromat. Its called
GreenwoodCoin Laundry. We apologize
for the errors.

Powers
Continued from page one.

the University to be the head
coach of the Boston University
hockey team.
Powers said he looks forward
to bringing the hockey program
back to the level he believes it
belongs.
He said he believes the team
has some quality players on It
now, and with some good recruiting they will be able to take a
shot at the CCHA title.
"I think everything goes in cycles," he said. "We may have
been In a down cycle for a couple
of years but I think things are on
the upswing right now." Falcon
hockey forward, Curtis Fry, said
he has only heard good things
about Powers.
"Everything I've heard about
him is that he Is an excellent
coach," Fry said. "I look forward
to getting to know him."
Because of the long and illustrious history of Bowling
Green Hockey as well as the outstanding reputation of the Institution, the selection commute
had a very difficult time coming

to a final decision, however the
committee has made an excellent
final decision in Buddy Powers,
University athletic director Ron
Zwierlein said. Zwierlein said
appointing Powers as the head
coach is his first official duty as
athletic director.
The search committee began
with former athletic director
Dick Gregory and three staff
members who screened applicants and narrowed down the
selection to three candidates.
"The final decision was made
after I was on board," Zwierlein
said.
He said there was almost spontaneous interest in the job after
York announced he was leaving
the University for BC. The process of choosing a new head
coach moved quickly because of
the specific criteria the committee was asking for, Zwierlein
said.
"Applicants had to be a head
coach on a division one level," he
said. "Since there are only 44
schools with division one status.

Music & lyrics by Jerry Herman
July 15.16, 22, 23.29 ft 30 at 8 p.m.
Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center, BGSU
Tickets: $7-$11 ($2 i!u dent/senior citizen discount!
The Moon Musical Arts Canter Boi OHice
is opan weekdays noon to S p.m. For information
Mil (419) 372-8171 Of (BOO) 589-2224
A Univariily/Community Production presumed by tha Collage ol Musical Arti
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Powers with bit son.
the selection process moved
rather quickly."
Zwierlein said his interview
with Powers happened by an odd
sort of coincidence In Sandusky.
"I was in Sandusky to watch
my son play in a baseball tournament and I knew Buddy was
[in Sandusky]," Zwierlein said. "I
called him and asked him to meet
me at the baseball field."
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BELIEVE IT OR NOT, THIS GUY
IS IN CLASS.

Open 7 Days a Week

Pun Food, Fun Times
for Fun People
Downstairs
Extensive menu featuring many unique dishes from appetizers^) dinners!
•45 Sandwiches «70 Brands of Beer • Homemade Soups •Fondue
Desserts
• Spareribs • Steaks • Chops • Seafood
Upstairs
Live Entertainment
•Darts • Big Screen TV »Video Games 'Pool
104 8, MAIN STREET

Diners Club.
Carte Blanc

Excitement and adventure is the
course description, and Army ROTC is
the name. It's the one college elective
that builds your self-confidence,
develops your leadership potential

and helps you take on the challenges of
command
There's no obligation until your
junior year, so there's no reason not to
try it out right now.

ARMY ROTC
THI SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE TOO CAM TAIL
For snore details, call or visit Captain Boisseau

353-0988

Room 151 Memorial Hall 372-2476
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ACROSS
THE NATION
Bridges connect
LOS ANGELES - Jeff Bridgesstar is sparkling en Hollywood
Boulevard, right next to Dad's.
J The younger Bridges received
the Walk of Fame's 2,030th star
on Monday.
"It's a great feeling being next
to my father," said Bridges, who
made his acting debut as a
youngster on his father Lloyd's
TV series, "Sea Hunt."
Bridges received Oscar nominations for his work in "The Last
Picture Show," "Thunderbolt and
Light foot" and "Starman."

Show done away
NEW YORK - Andrew Lloyd
Webber to Faye Dunaway: Put up
yer dukes!
The impresario said he welcomes the chance to settle his
"Sunset Boulevard" problems
with the actress in court
Webber closed the Los Angeles
production of his musical last
month, short-circuiting Dunaway's debut as silent screen star
Norma Desmond. He claimed her
voice wasn't up to the demands of
the show.
Dunaway hired a lawyer Friday. Webber said good riddance
Monday. No legal action has yet
been taken.
"No sane man would close a
show that in its last month was
grossing an average of over
$900,000 a week in LA, is the
highest grossing show In London,
is to open in Toronto and Frankfurt in 1995 and will open to the
highest advance in Broadway
history, unless there was a very,
very good reason," Webber said.

Tipper's a mover
NASHVILLE, Tenn. - Al's got
j the juice, but Tipper is the Gore
' with soul. Just ask Jesse Jackson.
"You all know how square Al
is," Jackson said Monday during

■aid Sommer's lawyer, Richard
PoselL
The crucifix, a gut from Von
Anhalt's mother, was blessed by
Pope John Paul II, Palmieri said.

The vice president reddened,
but applauded gamely.

Lay offs at Edison

MIAMI - Andres Cantor knows
the secret of his success with
Americans newly charmed by
soccer - "Gooooooooooooll"
"I guess they like the way I call
the goals," says the Spanishlanguage TV announcer handling
World Cup duties for the Spanish-language TV network Univislon.
Cantor's average audience for
each telecast is more than
900,000 households. Many don't
speak Spanish - they just like
soccer and Cantor's signature
cry.
His enthusiasm is likely to
rocket right through the roof on
Sunday, when he announces the
championship game.
"That's going to be great," he
says. "If we're emotional now,
God knows how it's going to be
the day of the final."

Sommergets cross
LOS ANGELES » Prince
Frederic Von Anhalt had to surrender his gold-colored, popeblessed crucifix to Elke Sommer's lawyer.
The crucifix was seized in
court Monday after Von Anhalt
failed to produce documents regarding his land holdings in
Germany, said his lawyer, Ronald Jason Palmieri.
A jury has ordered the prince
and his wife, Zsa Zsa Gabor, to
pay Miss Sommer $3.3 million in
damages for calling her a Hollywood has-been.
'If It's valuable I will apply it
to the Judgment, but if it's not
valuable I'll give it back to him."

Local 126 President Rick Zito
said the proposal has caused friction in what had been a cooperative union-management relationship.
"This Is the closest thing to
union-busting that we've ever
seen," he said.
Company spokesman Ralph
DiNicola denied that the layoffs
were punishment for the union
vote but said rejection of the retirement package helped force
the layoffs. He said fewer
workers are needed also because
of advances in technology and
postponement of construction
and equipment replacement
projects.

Let Us Introduce You
to Authentic Mexican
Food!
|BUY ONE GET $
ONE FREE
(Din* In only- CHiqumlor
hmornkM)

$5 OFF
(bin* In only ■ mln. nitvhmt
$12)
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636 5. Moln
5408 Ml Ion Pood
Bowling &een
Dowllng Gimen
Sondu*y. Ohio
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624-9211
352-3674
624-9211
7-22^4- Not v«lW w/otlwr coupomX Expires x
7-22-94- Not v»Hd w/o!h»r oo
036 S. Mom

Puppy Love

AKRON, Ohio - Ohio Edison will
begin laying off 236 unionized
workers next week, the company's president said.
The utility announced the
layoffs Monday. Unionized
workers about two weeks ago rejected an early retirement package.
The Akron-based utility said
the layoffs of the power distribution and transmission workers
are Intended to make operations
more efficient and will not affect
customer service.
However, the president of
Local 126 of the Utility Workers
Union of America said the
layoffs will endanger service or
workers' safety.
Union members and officials
representing the UWUA and the
International Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers on July 1 rejected the early retirement
package because it would have
allowed the company to change
work rules.

v

"Mr. Eckhardt, you have become a very
well-known person. There are adjectives
that can be added to your name, something
like infamous, notorious, greedy, dishonest,
even stupid."
-Circuit Court Judge Philip Abraham to Shawn Eckhardt, Tonya Harding's would-be bodyguard.

a luncheon speech at a family
conference moderated by Gore.
"Tipper brings the soul to this
combination. She dances, he observes. She moves, he cogitates."

Cantor's cry

THEY
SAID IT
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JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS
over 500 units with SUPER locations

9 month, 12 month, and Summer Leases Available
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Deanna Drosxcz holds her Chihuahuas, Ru and Snooka, on the stairs of the Courthouse on Friday.
Droszcz said she was waiting on a friend in the company of her pets.

No ban on begging
AKRON, Ohio - Opponents of a
city ordinance that would restrict panhandlers say the law
goes too far.
City Council voted 10-3 Monday for the ordinance banning
aggressive, threatening begging.
Opponents argued that sections forbidding beggars to lie,
dress in military clothes or beg
after dark will be ruled unconstitutional.
Councilman Jeff Fusco said
female police officers and office
workers were being harassed by
loud, aggressive panhandlers,
and police needed a way to stop
the problem.
The ordinance makes It Illegal
for panhandlers to Intimidate
people, to beg on buses and at bus
stops, to beg from motorists or to
lie about why they need money.
Beggars who are not military

veterans cannot dress in military
uniforms, healthy beggars cannot pretend to be disabled, and no
one may solicit after dark.
Tom Allio, executive director
of the Catholic Commission,
wanted Akron to copy a law in
Dallas, Texas, that makes coercive begging Illegal but doesn't
include Akron's extra restrictions.
"You're punishing people for
being poor," he said.

vated murder, aggravated kidnapping and aggravated robbery
in the death of Roxana Aleman,
26.
She was a nurse at Parma
Community and Fairview General hospitals and was found
bludgeoned to death April 12
under a bridge.
He has pleaded innocent. He
could face the death penalty if
convicted.

Daughter denied

Aleman argued that since he
has not been convicted of his
CLEVELAND - A Judge wUl wife's slaying, it would be unfair
not allow a man accused of kill- to deny him visits from his
ing his wife to be visited in jail by daughter. Erica.
their 2-year-old daughter.
Cuyahoga County Juvenile
But Rocco said Monday his deCourt Judge Kenneth Rocco told cision had nothing to do with
Eric Aleman, 27, of Parma, that guilt or Innocence. He said allowthe visits might be harmful to the ing the girl to visit her father in
jail could cause her psychologichild.
Aleman is charged with aggra- cal harm.

Welcome to BG!
Let us introduce ourselves.

STOP IN TO 319 E.WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.

To:
BGSU
students

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E. WOOSTER

$5.00

354-2260
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL)

Downtown
ui">"> (iniuiiiii

163 S. Main

towards
purchase
ofTJfYQ
Dinners

Enjoy your favorite snacks, sandwiches,
dinners desserts and beverages at the
best restaurant in town!

352-2595
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Marine Lab
Continued from page one.
"Thrift gives you the idea that
[lab equipment] can be made
with everyday material," he said.
"It also teaches you that there
are other ways than the most expensive way."
Ford said the one main problem in the lab is money; there is
not enough to do the type of
research they would like to do.
"We dont ge t much of an allotment from the biology department," he said. "The department likes to keep the marine lab at a maintenance level
and not an improvement level."
"If we're going to do more
research we're going to need
more money," Ford said.
Paul Miller will be Joining the
biology department this fall as
the new marine biology professor and head of the marine lab.
Miller said he applied for the
Job after seeing an ad in the back
of a science magazine in November of 1993. He admits that then
he was not too excited about the
Job.
"I wondered how they could do
marine biology in the middle of
Ohio," he said.
Seeing the program and witnessing the motivation of the
students in action in the lab during his Interview in Febuary of
1994 convinced him that he
wanted the Job, he said
"It was amazing to see them
keeping the program going," he
said. "The fact that the students
are working hard, they were motivated to learn and their level of
interest prompted me to take the
job."
He said he accepted the job in
March of this year.
Miller said there is a thin line
to walk between his job as head
of the lab and how the students
work and, in a sense, run the program.
He said it is the students' lab

and It is up to them to run it and
do with it what they want.
"It's a 30 year program and
their would be some lntertia
from students towards major
changes," he said. "My job is to
offer suggestions on how to improve on what they have."
Miller said his field of expertise is marine biological research
and he wants to teach them how
to do this type of research.
"I want them to learn how pollution affects animals' behavior
and their physiology," he said.
"Rather than just keeping animals alive, we're going to do
research, even If it's just observing their behavior.
Miller said he knew from the
age of either 6 or 7 that he wanted to make marine biology his
career and he adjusted his course
of study and scientific goals to
follow that path. He did his undergraduate work at the University of Michigan; his graduate
work was done at Wood Holes
Oceanographic Institute working
with lobsters and hermit crabs.
After graduation Miller did
marine research work in Denver
and field work in St Thomas and
the Caribbean. More marine
research led him to his most recent position at the Monell Chemical Census Center in Philadelphia where he has performed
field work in Long Island, Hawaii
and Antarctica
Miller said he has a few things
in mind which will improve the
existing program. The first is to
propose that they move their
yearly trip to Mississipi to more
extensive labs In the Caribbean.
"The Caribbean is a much better place to do research," he said.
"The habitat is much better. It's a
wonderful pristine environment
with no pollution."
Ohio's natural bodies of freshwater will not be ignored as a

source for research projects, he
said. One such project could be
how Ohio's industrialized economy affects local freshwater environment
"Research can easily be done
In both the freshwater and marine environment," Miller said.
"There is a lot of stuff to be done
in freshwater that is ground
breaking and can be done by
undergrade."
Miller said at times, would-be
marine biologists are enticed into
the profession by the grand illusion of swimming with dolophlns and being in shark cages.
"This is what my colleagues
and I in grad school called the
Bambi Complex; students get
into to a marine class and will
immediately be swimming with
dolophins," he said.
He said this image is false and
The BG Ncwl/TMtl Kvaiu
it will be something he will try to Alex Ford takes part In some tomfoolery while In the marine lab. The majority of the University Madissolve when he teaches marine dents who work in the lab do so on a volunteer basis.
science at the University.
"That's the part of marine
research that you like to do," he
said. "Marine biologists are typically in the office for 40 weeks a
year and out in th field for 10, if
you're lucky."
He said he will instill this idea
as early as possible into his students to show what real research
Is and destroy that complex.

M
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"You need to destroy that false
image of what marine research
really is," he said. "What your're
left with is dedicated students."
"I hope that by seeing my emotion about marine science students will still think it is still exciting, and that it Is exciting to
get Into the research you're doing," he said. "It's the passion for
science that drives you."
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A horseshoe crab.

American symbol removed from endangered list to threatened
Our national symbol's status
has recently shifted from endangered to threatened, but local
efforts are being made to
strengthen the local populations.
Uncontrolled shooting and
habitat loss prompted Congress
to pass the Eagle Protection Act
in 1940 which prohibited such activities. Toxic poisons in the environment contributed to the decline of the bald eagle, and in
1967 the bald eagle was declared
endangered under the first Endangered Species Act.
Ross Adams, manager of the
Ottawa National Wildlife Refuge
In Oak Harbor, Ohio, said all four
of the breeding pairs of bald eagles failed to produce offspring

this year.
Adams said toxins may be the
cause for unviable eggs in one
older pair of eagles that has
failed to produce offspring for
the last six years.
Widespread use of DDT after
World War II caused contamination of the eagle's food sources.
Toxins accumulated in the
eagles' tissue resulting in eggs
with shells too fragile to produce
young.
"Outside of the older pair, the
other three pairs stand a good
chance of producing offspring in
the future," Adams said.
The bald eagle was recently
taken off the endangered species
list and placed on the threatened
list because of successful efforts
to repopulate the species in the

lower 48 states.
"The biological opinion is that [
bald eagles] have improved their
population status enough to
switch from endangered to
threatened," Adams said.
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
director, Mollie Beanie, said a
cleaner environment, habitat
protection, strict law enforcement, active management, and
public awareness all have contributed to the return of the bald
eagle.
"The eagle's recovery is a tribute to the success of the Endangered Species Act and other conservation laws, and to the selfless
efforts of the many, many people
who have worked so hard to
bring the eagle back from the
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Eagle population takes flight
by Michael Zawackl
The BC News
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brink of extinction," Beattie
Said.
According to the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service, bald eagles in
the southwestern U.S. will remain designated as endangered
under the Service's proposal because the eagle population in that
region, consisting of a small population of only 30 nesting pairs, is
Isolated from other eagle populations and is still vulnerable to
natural or human-caused catastrophic events.
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Feeding and regular maintainance Is just one of the many duties
of the marine lab workers. In lab work gives a more realistic
perspective of what marine research is really like.

Thesisv
When you want to

Bald eagles will continue to be
protected under various state
laws, the Eagle Protection Act
and the Migratory Bird Treaty
Act. The threatened status does
not remove the protections afforded under the Endangered
Species Act.
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Setups Include Tank, Flourescent Hood,
Under Gravel Filter, Air Pump, Heater, Chemicals,
Net, Tubing, Thermometer, plus $1 Of"1 in Free Fish.

Inner City
Blues Band

Mon-Sat 12-8: Sundav 12-5
Only 10 minutes from BG.

420 Louisiana Ave. Perrysburg
419-874-6504

Collegiate Connection
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Banking tailored
for the
student body.
The Easy AM from Society® is an economical
package of banking services designed to fit the
financial needs of today's college student.
It features a checking service that can cost as
little as $3.00 a month.
Call us at 353-8441 or visit our office at 1098 N.
Main Street for details.
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Internet will
put USG on-line
by Michael Zawackl
The BG News
The Undergraduate Student
Government Is undergoing a
technological change which will
make it more accessible to the
university community and the
world.
Jen Mathe,
USG president,
said the idea to
go on-line came
from the suggestion that
USG improve
their lines of
communication.
"Bill [WilMathe
son] and I see
the Internet as a new wave in
communication which will enable
us to keep in touch with our constituent groups and the student
body," Mathe said.
USG senator Kevin Staas said
he asked University student
Randy Stewart to take charge
updating USG's computer
system. Stewart had shown Staas
how to access the Internet.
"Randy seemed like a natural
to help USG," Staas said.
Mathe said this fall she, her
vice-president and every USG
senator will have an Andy account which will be checked at
least once a week. It is expected
that a news group will be created
to provide an open forum to discuss USG actions and happenings
at the University, she said.
The minutes of all USG meetings will be available on an electronic bulletin board, she said.
Mathe said USG also suggested
that the Ohio Student Association

attempt to network the student
governments of Ohio's other public universities.
Mathe said placing USG information on the Internet will increase their accountability.
"It will keep us In line and remind us that every action we take
has its repercussions," she said.
Staas said most importantly it
will connect students with senators.
"There was a problem with
USG connecting with the students," he said. "This is one more
way to get what we're doing at
USG out to the students."
Stewart said the effort of USG
to go "on line" is the first such
effort of any university's student
government to become as accessible as USG.
"Kevin Staas and I spent a considerable amount of time
researching this and we couldn't
find anything on the scale of
what USG is going to do," he said.
Staas said if connectii"- the
student governments or t ■ tate
level turns out to be successsful,
he would like to see the Internet
be used to connect student
governments around the country.
Stewart said he is still working
on ordering more powerful
hardware for USG; some purchases may be inhibited by budget constraints.
"A lot of things are still up in
the air," Stewart said.
"Student governments typically stay with tradition," she said.
"But sometimes tradition needs
to be broken to make progress."
Mathe said.

Athletic

Continued from page one.
Reese and Jacoby trophies for
overall success in both men's and
women's sports earlier this year.
"I enjoy challenges," Zwierlein
said. "This job has constant challenges. It's never the same and
that keeps it interesting.

"I'm looking at extensive fundraislng, budgeting and reorganization," Zwierlein said.
"We'll be doing a lot of public relations to, in turn. Increase revenue. We plan to make this the
best Falcon athletic program
possible."
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University student Daniel Gray will be competing to read one of
his works of poetry at Lollapalooza Columbus.

Student has hopes
of reading poetry
to crowd of 20,000
by Andy Dugan
The BG News
A University student will be
competing to perform on the
central stage at a Lollapalooza
concert on July 19 in Columbus, Ohio.
Daniel Gray will be competing In a poetry competition
throughout the day at the Lollapalooza concert in hopes of
winning a chance to perform
in front of all 20,000 people
projected to attend the concert.
"I think I'll read 'Taking the
Train on the Blue Line,'" Gray
said. "We'll be performing all
day at the concert, but the
winner will be able to perform
in front of everybody."
Gray said he got a chance to
perform at the concert about a
year ago. At the time, Gray
and three teammates entered
a poetry slam competition.
The team represented Cleveland as It traveled to San
Francisco for the national

competition, taking fourth
place overall.
"One of the teams we beat
was L.A.," Gray said. "A woman from there called our captain, Mike Sallinger, and said
she was working for Lollapalooza and was having different
poets perform in different regions for the different concerts. Ours was Cleveland and
Cleveland was the only one in
this region. Michael called me
and that was about It."
Gray said he felt his chances
for winning the central stage
position were good.
"I think my chances are
damn good," Gray said optimistically. He is expected to
be on an album of last year's
best poetry slam competitions.
"It will have a lot of poets
from all over the country on
it," Gray said. "Patricia Smith
and Lisa Busconi will be
among the better known poets.
I was told my poem will be the
first poem on the first side."

ISA to hold opening ceremony
The BG News
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The Indian Student Association will be conducting an "opening ceremony" Friday at 5
p.m. at the gallery at McFall
center.
Ramachandra Maghal, a fulbright scholar from Columbia
University and a visiting
professor to several universities, will be the featured
speaker.

His lecture, titled "Window
Into India," will be followed by
an open forum. Snacks and refreshments will be provided,
according to Paveankum Palle,
president of the Indian Student
Association.
"He's actually a philosopher
from India," Palle said. "He's
going to discuss Indian philosophy."
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GROUNDS FOR THOUGHT

Comedian will put
parents in stiches
by Rebecca Caldwell
The BC News
Fall will bring more than a new semester to the University.
Comedian Rita Rudner will headline the 1994 Parents Day Concert
in October.
A year in the making, the Parents Day Concert is expected to draw
a sell-out crowd.
Greg De Crane, Assistant Vice President of University Activities,
said the University began planning this year's event just one week
after last year's.
"It is a year-round process," De Crane said.
Finding a performer and securing contracts is a major part of the
planning process, as well as advertising and selling tickets, De Crane
said.
According to De Crane, it is difficult to find a performer that will
be equally entertaining to parents and students.
"With 25 years difference between parents and students," De
Crane said, "finding someone who is entertaining to both is hard."
"Before we signed the contract, we surveyed different student
groups on campus," De Crane said. "We found that Rita Rudner Is
very well known with the students," he said.
The University chose Rudner based on the success of her past performances.
"Rita Rudner was at Ohio University in 1993," De Crane ssjd, "W«
called OU to find out how things went, and we were told the sell out
concert was a very good one."
De Crane said, "After hearing how well Rudner was received at
OU, we decided to go with her."
During the Pre-registration sessions, De Crane said plans of the
Parents Weekend Concert have been announced to Incoming freshmen and parents.
"The initial response is good," De Crane said.
Opening the concert will be singer-songwriter Barbara Bailey Hutchinson.
Hutchlnson's stage performance includes songs of her own as well
as a mix of styles, Including rock, folk, jazz and country.
Both Rudner and Hutchinson are award-winning performers.
Rudner won the American Comedy Award for funniest stand-up
comedian in 1990.
In 1992, a film she co-wrote and co-starred in, "Peter's Friends,"
won the UK's Best Comedy Film of the Year award.
Rudner has appeared on "The Tonight Show," "Late Night with David Letterman" and HBO.
Hutchinson can be heard on radio and television advertisements
for McDonald's, Hallmark, Stouf fer's, Heinz and United Airlines.
Hutchlnson's latest project is an album titled "Snuggle Up." The
album is a collection of contemporary lullabies.
Tickets for the Oct. 29 concert are now on sale and can be ordered
by writing to Parents Weekend Concert, UAO Office, University
Union, Bowling Green State University, Bowling Green, Ohio 43403.
The cost is $15 for chair seats, $11 for lower bleacher seats and $7
for upper bleacher seats. Add $2 for postage and handling with each
order.
Checks should be made payable to "Parents Weekend."
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Comedian Rita Rudner Is the beadtlier for the 1994-95 Parent's
Day Weekend. Rudner has appeared ai- Ohio University, HBO,
The Tonight Show and Late Night with David Letterman.
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Pretzel and Sideshow showcase Electric Falcon
races
into
fifth
News

by Pretzel Boy and Sideshow CharHe

Here we find ourselves, working in this cold, dark newsroom again. Par for the summer, our
ears have hung useless in the
silence. We were pale, it was
very quiet, we were Insane. Now
we're just pale.
Our editor believes it's a good
idea if we play some happenin'
Top 40 music to keep the momentum going. Got to keep on typing
those stories, you know, course
he's dead now.
We admit that since coming to
this fine institution our listening
tastes have veered away from
the mainstream and more into
the ...obscure. But that's ok, isn't
it?...ISNTIT?
Anyway, Chief says Top 40, so
Top 40 it is - for now, besides we
were insane. We haven't listened
to top 40 since we were little lads
playing Atari Defender and
twisting our Rubik's Cubes, but
the stereo blasting top 40 in the
background brings back a wave
of nostalgia, gets the best of us as
tears fill our eyes. Why, I remember a kid running around
singing 'Tainted Love' through
the streets - naked. (Charlie, that
was you.)
Uh-.humm, anyway, now we
listen in repulsion to the Chief's
Top 40 of '94, and we want to
hurl. Now don't get us wrong,
there is some grand music out
there but WBGU 88.1 blocks out
CMIX 88.7 (Wlndor/Detrolt) and
besides, there is the chief to
think about. Between the two of
us.ln the past hour, we count 39
cheeze tunes, six of which we
recognize. Mariah twice. Damn
that Chief.
What is this crap? We've never
heard so much Velveeta, bubblegum music since Book of Love,
and they even had some merits.
How disappointing to hear the
music of Top 40 sacrifice integrity and be like everyone else for
a quick bit o' cash. Our minds go
back to a time when music was
fun, and primarily original It's
meaning lay in its individuality.

Quiz
MM first vide. HIV ever plowed? (ft MM
farina* «f Members af V«s and later. Asia.)
MM 1—9 • sang obtrf rinding • girl's number —
the MMlT (The girl's MM MM Jenny.)
B. "H daesa't matter what they sou. In the Jeoleus
gomes peeple ploy," (leeerlndo.)
Met Fenrume from Uverpeel song, 1 lion" In Mr
(ftquorlon ilrds.)
I. "We CAM daace If we wont to. W« can MOW* your
friends behind.„" was port of what seng, by whom?
(Think Tuque)
a. DM Cddy Grant tea*. (Street or toad)
7. "Too-ftye-Hye' Is a la* from what Dexy's Midnight
ftunners? (What's grosser than.-)
To* At" was a song sung by what British band la

'•IT
'•urn" bond song "tow* My Way" In '•!?
10. "Can't you see that It's late at night, I'M very tired
and I'M not feeling right," was sung la what
Australian bands first hit In M? What was the
T»»

Us>hot

saaat-

12.
3...,
5.
Nome;
fiddress:.„
Phone:

6.
7.
8.
9,.,..
10.

("This snakeskln jacket is a symbol of my personal freedom and
Individuality.") Artists explored
and thresholds were broken.
Modern music was defined daily.
Oh, there was a time, we tell
you... And NO, It was not the sixties, nor even the seventles.it was
the EARLY EIGHTIES.
So many things happened to
music within that time, but we'll
make it simple; MTV. Oh,let it
play, let it play. (Tears are fallin'
again. Pardon us a second...
sorry, much better now.) Those
punk and new wave cuts were so
bitchin'. So much so, that we
want to celebrate them, with you
of course, by bringing THE music trivia contest to end them all,
about the MTV that we were
raised oa So,if you were alive
and had cable or a radio in 81-84
then ycu were a part of the Early
Eighties Enlightenment Era - E4
for short. So if your're tired of
just being an X, play the game
and win a fabulous prize. Also,
one Grand Prize will be rewarded
to YOU if you can stump us with
an E4 MTV song. Go ahead and
try, Pretzle Boy will Blow Your
Mind.
Just answer the questions correctly and you could win a free
promotional cassette or compact
disc from Madhatter Music
Company, 143 East Wooster.
Turn your answers in to the BG
News at 210 West Hall. Winners
will be announced in the paper
the following week. And now,
drumroll Pretzel Boy. Da-da-dada-da-da-da-- the questions:

byAndyDugan
The BC News

The University's, first-ever
electric-powered race car captured a fifth-place finish in the
Cleveland Electric Formula
Classic in Cleveland, Ohio on
Saturday.
The Electric Falcon was one
of the 11 cars that represented
universities from across the
nation. Designed by students
and faculty of the College of
Technology, the car was the
second-fastest automobile at
its racing debut.
"There were a lot of good
things about this race," Tom
Erekson, dean of the College
of Technology, said. "Our car
was the first car to pass prerace technical inspection of all
11 cars. On Friday, it was the
third-fastest car out there. On
Saturday it qualified fourth by
a tenth of a second. In the
race, we took fifth We were
really running In third for
most of it and could have even
taken second. It was all in the
transition."
Erekson said the crew ran
into some technical problems
during the car's one mandatory pitstop.
"We had to replace 1,000
pounds of batteries in what
should have been a minute,"
Erekson said. "It took three to
three and a half minutes. It
was really disappointing to
finish fifth after running so
strong A good pitstop would
have gotten us in third, maybe
better."
Notre Dame won the race
with an average lap speed of
82 miles per hour. BGSU had
the second-fastest speed in the

Men who don't register with
Selective Service oren't eligible for
some federal benefits. And that
includes federal student aid for col
logo. So if you're within a month of
turning 18, take five minutes and fil
out a simple card at the post office.

Ploce the onsujers In the answer blank and molt the
form to News Music Quiz. 210 West Hoi, Bowling
Green, OH 43403. Winners get o big kiss and some
of legitimate prize. Ploce onsuKtrs on o separate
it of paper if needed.

race, averaging 78 miles per
hour. BG was also second in an
award for technical design.
The University of Oklahoma
won the contest which was
partially judged by the United
States Department of Energy.
"We're not an engineering
school, so I think that says a
lot," Erekson said. "I'm really
proud of the whole team.
There was no time for mourning about Saturday's race.
We're really excited about our
next race."

According to Erekson, the
automobile will be modified
for its second race with the
help of new software and a
computer card from Japan.
"We changed electronics
with the inverter controller
about three weeks ago, Erekson said. "The software from
Japan should make the car go
15 to 20 miles per hour faster
than before."
Erekson explained the differences in the courses of the
car's first two races.
"In Cleveland it was a road
course," Erekson said. "It had
10 corners, which slowed the
race down. The next race will
be on an oval track, about fiveeighths of a mile long, and will
last for 20 laps. With the new
parts for the car and the conditions of the track, it should
move a lot faster."
The Electric Falcon will
compete next at the Indianapolls Raceway Park in Indianapolis, Indiana on August 18.
According to Erekson, the 12.S
mile race will be aired on
ESPN.

WELCOME FRESHMEN!

University
Bookstore
(In The Student Services Building)
Conveniently Located On Campus!

(Jsed and New Textbooks
Large Selection of BGSU Clothing
•SPECIAL ORDER BOOK SERVICE
•CHILDREN'S BOOKS
•BEST SELLERS
•COMPUTER SOFTWARE & SUPPLIERS
•PAPERBACKS
•MAGAZINES
•CALCULATORS
Store Hours:

•BGSU CLOTHING
•ART & SCHOOL SUPPLIES
•FILM & DEVELOPING
•GREETING CARDS
•BGSU IMPRINT ITEMS
•HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS
•GIFTS
7:30 - 5:00 Mon.-Thurs.
7:30- ll:30Fri.
CLOSED SAT.

Pre-Registration Hours: 7:30 • 5:00 Mon.-Thurs.
7:30-2:00 Fri.

Phone: 372-2851
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The Shadow mystifies
' i
by Ethan Dugan
The BC News
Baaed on a long-running radio
series and comic book. The Shadow comes to life on the big
screen as a dynamic actionadventure. Its state-of-the-art
special effects alone make this
movie worth your money (If you
don't care about things like a
plot). Fortunately there Is a wellcrafted plot, which gives The
Shadow a smooth flow and grabs
the audience's attention.
Alec Baldwin plays the role of
Lament Cranston, alias The
Shadow, a mysterious force for
good who commands the power
to cloud men's minds. Cranston Is
feared by Ylng Ko, a butcher who
rules a criminal empire with a
bloody hand. He Is then taken
captive by The Tulku, who teaches Cranston the secret powers
of the mind and changes him Into
the nemesis of evil known as The
Shadow.
Seven years later, while fighting crime In New York City as
The Shadow, Cranston meets
Margo Lane, (Penelope Ann Miller) a provocative, strong-willed
woman who discovers hidden
powers through her encounter
with Baldwin. He finds he cannot
cloud her mind and she can read
his thoughts. This adds a rather
Interesting dimension to the
characters and plot.
Baldwin finds this woman attractive, yet very dangerous.

Flic photo/Jimmy 01 se n
Alec Baldwin and Penelope Ann Miller create some sparks on the big screen In this summer's action
adventure thriller, The Shadow.

The last living descendant of
Genghis Khan, Shiwan Khan,
played by John Lone, enters the
scene. He finds Baldwin and they
both discover they were taught
under The Tulku. Khan Is the
Shadow's dark mirror that recognizes Cranston's Inner conflict
with the past and tries to lure
The Shadow to join him In world
domination. The story really begins when Cranston refuses and
must stop Khan, who uses his
powers only to dominate the wills
of others.
A colorful supporting cast
completes the world of The
Shadow. Comedian Jonathan
Winters plays the role of Police
Commissioner Walnwrlght
Barth-a blunt, dedicated official
who never suspects that the
Shadow la his nephew, Lamont
Cranston. Moe Shrevnitz, a boisterous cab driver, played by
Peter Boyle, plays one of The
Shadow's most valuable agents.
Farley Claymore, a demented but
hilarious scientist who willingly
joins Khan's army is played by
star Tim Curry. Appearing as
Professor Reinhardt Lane, a
benevolent scientist whose discoveries are used for Khan's destructive purposes, Is Ian McKellan, one of Britain's most respected actors.
Baldwin's gifted ability with a
dual personality, totally opposite

from one another, encourages
the audience to pay attention to
his behavior and reactions.
Baldwin's role as Cranston, a
suave, attractive gentleman and
as The Shadow, a dark, sinisterlooking man (when visible) is a
conflict between light and darkness. The real concept of a man
being able to stay sane with an
alter ego Is ridiculous, which
gives the story a Batman-esque
flavor.
The Shadow allows viewers to
become lost in their own realm of
fantasy, which lets them create
their own stories and imagine
themselves with strange powers,
Just as the comic did for the children. It Is an escape from pressures around us, a way of letting
go for all people. The mysterious
characters, imaginative ideas
and fast pace that The Shadow
contains allows It to be suspenseful, Interesting, and maybe even
a little scary.
Go see The Shadow. I don't
know anybody who doesn't like to
get out of the house every once In
a while; If not all the time. It's
fun, it's got Alec Baldwin and if
you plan on taking your boyfriend or girlfriend to see It, also
plan on watching It. Once you're
there, you don't want to miss this
flick, or you'll regret it. It's Just
one of those movies that just
wouldn't be as good on vldeocassette.

Classifieds
SERVICES OFFERED

Advertising/Marketing
Sales Co-op

PERSONALS
Word Processing-Resumes, Term Paper
Thesis. Dissertations on Laser Pnnler

Royal Cleaning lor your home cleaning
needs. Thorough, reliable, experienced & insured. Estimates given. 353-2008.

Call 352-6705(9-8).

Summer Specials
Lunch Buffet $399 Mon.-Fri. (11-4)
All snacks 2-4-1

During Happy Hour
(Inside only)

yes

HAPPY HOUR
440 E. Court St.
(••
(MONDAY-FRIDAY 4-7)
3529636
• DRINK SPECIALS • DOMESTIC * IMPORTS

Available lor 199485 school year
GREAT STUFF ' GREAT PRICES
13" TV/VCR, learner coal, waterbed w;
heaier. headboard-THE WORKS, portable gas
gnii w/ tank, personal CD player w/ speakers.
disc camera w/ carrying case, futon mattress,
(40-1400 - ALL PRICES NEGOTIABLE. Call
352-91 so alter s 30. ask lor Aaron or leave a
message or call 242-3092.

Training begins NOW
Call Colleen al 372-2606

WANTED

Barry's Bagels now hiring baker.
4-7am * starting pay S&mr.
Apply in person • 522 E. Woosler

1 car garage within 1/2 mile radius ol Wooslof
a Church Si. Call 353-2008.
Wanted: Roommate; neat, dean, quiet 4 honest person to share 1 bdrm. apt (Fall ft Spring)
Gas included. Contact Nichols 354-3000.

352 - 9951

•Pins
8 Pon
Pong

Pintail

2 bdrm. S efficiency turn. opts.
E. Even. Ubl. includ. except elec.

668-3036

EARN CASH M CLASS
Taking notes in selected 100 a 200 level
courses. For more ink) call Jell al 353-310*.

Advertising/Marketing
Toledo Liaeon
lor The BG News

354-301g
4S2 Buttonwood - tsoi.
2 bad. ranch, large fenced lot, 2 car garage.
Can 1-474-5344.
CANNONDALE Racing Bike, series 3.0.
Excellent Condicon S350OBO
874 6638, Perrysburg.
Men's golf clubs 9 bag.
Great condition.
352-4328.

Call Colleen 372-2606 or
stop in 204 West Hall

GEORGETOWN MANOR APTS
800 THIRD STREET
1-BR S 2-BR fully lurn. units.
Excellent location. Reasonable rates.
Only a lew units left
Hum/Ill

Call 352-4966

J. MAR APARTMENTS
THE HIGHLANDS
1 4 2 bed spadous, AC lor the discerning upperclass 4 graduate students. Fum. & unfum.
Start at $350/mo. 354-6036.

Seventh St. CaB 354-0914.
109 HIGH 2 bdrm.. furn. FREE GAS HEAT,
WATER AND SEWER, washer/dryer, dose to
campus. Call Newiove Rental 352-5620, our
only office

Sublessor needed lor fan semester. 1 bdrm.
api $400 per month includes utilities. Call
435 9002 or 435-4939

353-0325 * CARTY RENT ALS
Nlea house, near campus.
Needs 2 to Ml.

FOR SALE

Available lor 1994 ■ 9S school year
' Musi have own car
' Musi have open dais schedule
" Musi make a commitment from
Aug. '94 until Aug. '95
" Must know your way around Toledo

Bethany & the
Bottom Una

117 N. MAIN. 1 bdrm. unfumish.. aa>
eher/dryer. diahwaaher. Call Newiove Rentals
352-5620. our only office.

2 bdrm. nan. apL Free heat, gas. water/sewer
S HBO. $450 a month. 724 Sixth Si 4 705

'973 Volkswagon Bus
Tons ol new aruffl Si 909

Friday & Saturday
July IS1** U,fc

•Video Games

'MUST have own car
• MUST be able to work 20/hr Avk.
' MUST make a committment from
Aug. "S* until May '95

War paini paintball. The ultimate survival
game. For Into and/or game time coll Lance et
655-3084.

HELP WANTED

|-|oward's club|-|

Gain valuable sales experience
while adding IO your raauma

114 17} 9. MAIN 1 bdrm., unfumish., downtown, washer/dryer. FREE WATER AND
SEWER. Call Newiove Rental 352-5820, our
only office.

612 1/2 Seventh Si
1 bdrm. bungalow, all ui it.es paid. $395/mo.
Call 1 -474-6344.
SOS
FIFTH
ST.
2
bdrm..
furtvunfum..washe»/dryer, FREE GAS HEAT,
WATER AND SEWER. Call Newiove Rental
352-5620, our only office.
S24 SIXTH 2 bdrm.. unfurnyfurn.. FREE OAS
HEAT, WATER AND SEWER, waaher/rjryor.
Call Newiove Rental 352-5420. our only office.
Apartment tor Sublease
2bdrm, 1 1/2 bath, washer/dryer at Foi Run

352-2630
MOVINCl SALE. Full size refrig $140, couch
MS, chair $40. desk SIS. end tables $10
speakers $50.353-0661.

Welcome Freshmen. ••
Come in and let us create your own special masterpiece.
Subway Sandwich Artists make each and every sandwich or
salad to your exact taste.

ICENTER FOR CHOICE

II

.SUB

Astrology, Tarot,
& Sacred Path
Reading by Appt.
Crystals, Books, Jewelry

■ Buy Any Footiong Sub
And A Medium Drink
■ And Get A Regular
| Fooiiong Sub Of Equal
i Or Lesser Price For 99C

$1.00 OFF
Any Footiong
Sub
•SUBWOV

sEEsr •».
m

N^,S^~4ry<*W

<

7-31-941 •». 7-31-94 *a^!Si^awAj

1 bedrm. furnished apt.
Close to campus " Avail, immediately.

352-7454.

Incense, Oils, and
Much More!
Mon.- Thurs. 11 -6
Fri. 11-8
Sat. 11-6
143-C E. Wooster

(behind Madhatter)
354-4015

o.

YOl'K TIMi:

523 E. Wooster

BOWL-N-GREENERY

354-0011

FMEE UDELUVEIIY

Is Running

18 N. Huron
Toledo, OH 43604
1-800-580-6005

9&Ceidoscope

The Place Where Fresh is the Taste

FOR RENT

Confidential Health Car* For Women

• Student fee
• Abortion through
20 weeks
• Morning after
treatment
• Caring friend or
relative allowed
for personal '
support

•Nat Grilled •Moi Deep Fried
•Nat Pre-Made

CARTY RENTALS" 353-0325
Single rooms tor male students.
Studs nts needed lor subleasing.
All rental's near campus
School Year Laaee.

THE 1994 prize-winning Earth Day T-shirt. Always a style leader. Make a statement lor your
home planet. A steal al Si 0. Pick up at 153 Cotlege Park Office Building.

I Baker's Dozen
■
BAGELS
Fall Leases
are still
available:

• 2 bdrm - 2 bath
• 1 bdrm

Free Heat
Free Campus Shuttle
AlCin all Apartments
Pool

WINTHROP
TERRACE
352-9135

I$3.99

Eirp. 07/31/94

t " " "BAGEL &

IOC* CREAM
if-K. CHEESE
|
11

Esp. 47/11/94

Buy One Sandwich

|.',GETONE~,

! 50% OFF
I (NoLox)

E*p.C7/Jl/»4

At the University

4Punion

